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Intertrial effects such as priming of pop-out (PoP) often
occur for task-irrelevant dimensions as well as taskrelevant dimensions, though to a weaker extent. Here
we test the hypothesis that increased priming for taskrelevant dimensions is due to greater passive build-up of
priming for the task-relevant dimension rather than to
an active filtering of task-irrelevant dimensions; if this is
the case, then we should observe a positive correlation
between the magnitude of task-relevant and taskirrelevant priming. We tested this hypothesis using a
pop-out search task in which the task-relevant
dimension was orientation and the task-irrelevant
dimension was color. We found a strong, positive
association between task-relevant and task-irrelevant
priming across a large group of participants (N ¼ 100);
additionally, we observed increased priming over
consecutive repetitions for the task-relevant dimension,
whereas task-irrelevant priming was constant across
multiple repetitions. As further evidence against an
active filtering account, task-irrelevant priming showed
no systematic relationship with visual short-term
memory capacity, which has been shown to correlate
with filtering ability. Together, our results suggest that
task-irrelevant dimensions are co-selected rather than
filtered out during target search. Further, increased taskrelevant priming may reflect an enhanced
representation of the task-relevant dimension that is
reinforced over consecutive repetitions.

Introduction
Searching for a unique item is typically a straightforward process; in general, when one thing is not like

the others around it, it ‘‘pops’’ out and is easy to locate.
However, searching for a pop-out stimulus is not
completely driven by display parameters; search
performance is also inﬂuenced by target repetitions
(e.g., Maljkovic & Nakayama, 1994, 1996, 2000; for a
review, see Kristjánsson & Campana, 2010). For
instance, observers are faster to locate a red target
among green distractors following a red target trial
than following a green target trial (e.g., Maljkovic &
Nakayama, 1994). This effect, known as priming of
pop-out (PoP), suggests that repetitive pop-out search
is susceptible to bias from the previous trial, even when
speciﬁc target values vary randomly from trial to trial.
One might think that this bias reﬂects a purely
perceptual priming, in which the second target is
speeded simply because it matches the previous target.
Although a simple visual match may explain some of
the priming, priming is also inﬂuenced by the subject’s
task; that is, the priming reﬂects in part the subject’s
intention to ﬁnd the pop-out stimulus. In support of
this idea, priming is generally greater for repetitions of
task-relevant than task-irrelevant dimensions of popout items (e.g., Fecteau, 2007; Huang, Holcombe, &
Pashler, 2004; Kristjánsson, 2006; Levinthal & Lleras,
2008). For instance, when participants searched for
multidimensional targets (i.e., colored, oriented gabors
of various spatial frequencies), repeating the targetdeﬁning dimension (i.e., the dimension on which the
item was a singleton) consistently led to greater priming
effects relative to repeating the task-irrelevant dimension (Kristjánsson, 2006). Additionally, in an experiment with two possible targets (e.g., a shape and a color
singleton), one of which is designated the target at the
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beginning of the trial, priming only occurred for
repetitions of the current target (i.e., the speciﬁc
singleton was deﬁned as task-relevant on consecutive
trials; Fecteau, 2007). Similarly, observers are slower to
locate a singleton that shares features with items from
an immediately preceding target-absent trial (i.e.,
distractor preview effect), but this effect only occurs for
the task-deﬁning dimension (e.g., repeating the color of
colored shapes only affected search performance when
color was task-relevant; Levinthal & Lleras, 2008).
Taken together, these data indicate that intertrial
effects are more sensitive to repetitions of task-relevant
than task-irrelevant dimensions.
Although previous studies have established that
task-relevant dimensions carry more weight than taskirrelevant dimensions in intertrial effects, it is still
unclear why this bias occurs. Are participants actively
ﬁltering the task-irrelevant dimension, or is priming of
the task-relevant dimension simply enhanced due to
repeated selection of that dimension? To address this
question, we took a two-pronged approach.
First, across a large number of participants, we
asked whether priming on the task-relevant dimension
was correlated with priming on the task-irrelevant
dimension. If participants are actively ﬁltering taskirrelevant dimensions, then we would predict one of
two relationships between task-relevant and taskirrelevant priming: either a negative relationship (i.e., a
tradeoff between the dimensions, such that the more
observers concentrate on the task-relevant dimension,
the less they are inﬂuenced by the task-irrelevant
dimension); or, if ﬁltering does not bear a tight
relationship with enhancement, no relationship between task-relevant and task-irrelevant priming (i.e.,
ﬁltering of the task-irrelevant dimension regardless of
how well people attend to the task-relevant dimension).
A positive relationship between task-relevant and taskirrelevant priming, however, would be incompatible
with a ﬁltering hypothesis and instead would suggest
that the enhanced priming for task-relevant features is
a passive result of selecting the target feature (i.e.,
without ﬁltering the task-irrelevant feature). Such a
view would be in line with object-based attention
theories in which attending to a multidimensional
target should lead to co-selection of all target
dimensions regardless of task-relevance (e.g., Duncan,
1984; O’Craven, Downing, & Kanwisher, 1999);
however, in this case the task-relevant feature would be
further enhanced due to being previously selected.
Second, to further assess whether participants are
engaging in ﬁltering of the task-irrelevant dimension,
we included an assessment of each individual’s visual
short-term memory (VSTM) capacity. Since individuals
with higher VSTM capacity show greater ability to
ﬁlter task-irrelevant items (e.g., Vogel, McCollough, &
Machizawa, 2005), we reasoned that if participants are
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actively excluding the task-irrelevant dimension from
their attentional set, then VSTM capacity should
negatively correlate with the amount of task-irrelevant
priming; in other words, individuals with the lowest
VSTM capacity (i.e., poor ﬁlterers) should show more
priming for the task-irrelevant dimension than individuals with high VSTM capacity.
We collected PoP data and individual VSTM
capacity scores from a large population (N ¼ 100) to
compare task-relevant and task-irrelevant priming at
the level of the individual. In order to promote the
possibility of independent selection of each dimension,
we designed our targets so that the task-relevant and
task-irrelevant dimensions would have minimal overlap
in their underlying neural substrates (e.g., Kristjánsson,
2006). In particular, we chose orientation and color
because they are processed in largely separate areas of
the visual system (e.g., Livingstone & Hubel, 1987). To
maximize the potential for ﬁltering of the taskirrelevant dimension, color was always task-irrelevant
due to its higher salience than orientation (e.g.,
Theeuwes, 1991). Additionally, since we were interested
in distinguishing between task-relevant and taskirrelevant priming effects, we included trials where a
single target dimension repeated (i.e., only orientation
or only color) in addition to trials where both
dimensions and neither dimension repeated.
Based on previous work, we anticipated greater taskrelevant (orientation) priming than task-irrelevant
(color) priming overall; however, our main objective
was to investigate relationships between task-relevant
and task-irrelevant priming and between priming
effects and VSTM capacity, as outlined above. A better
understanding of why the task-irrelevant dimension
produces less priming than the task-relevant dimension
would help clarify what exactly is being primed in
intertrial experiments.

Methods
Observers
One hundred eleven students at the University of
Illinois Urbana-Champaign participated in the experiment for course credit. Data from 11 participants were
discarded due to poor performance on the PoP task:
that is, a mean accuracy score or response time (RT)
more than 3 standard deviations below (for accuracy)
or above (for RT) the average accuracy or RT across
all participants. The 100 remaining participants (50
males) ranged in age between 18 and 24 (average age,
19.5), had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity,
and gave informed consent (approved by the institu-
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Figure 1. Example stimulus display for the PoP experiment. Targets were singletons in the orientation dimension only (e.g., vertical
target among horizontal distractors).

tional review board of the University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign).

Experimental tasks
Our goal for the current study was to measure
priming of task-relevant and task-irrelevant dimensions
independently of one another; thus, we designed a PoP
task in which targets varied randomly on both
orientation (task-relevant dimension) and color (taskirrelevant dimension). One each trial, participants
viewed six circular gratings (radius ¼ 1.148 of visual
angle) arranged in a circle around a central ﬁxation
cross (radius ¼ 0.328; sample display in Figure 1), and
they were instructed to report the visual ﬁeld (left or
right) of the grating that differed in orientation from
the other ﬁve gratings as quickly and as accurately as
possible. On each trial, the target grating appeared
randomly in one of the six possible locations, and the
target orientation could either be vertical (orientation ¼
08) surrounded by all horizontal distractors (orientation
¼ 908), or vice versa. Additionally, the target could
either be red or cyan among equal numbers of red and
cyan distractors; thus, the target was only a singleton in
the orientation dimension. Both the orientation and
color of the target varied randomly and independently
from trial to trial, creating four possible target
repetition conditions: orientation only, color only, both
orientation and color, or neither dimension repeated.
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Thus, although repetitions of target orientation and
color were equally likely, orientation was the taskdeﬁning singleton dimension, and color was always
task-irrelevant. Each run consisted of 49 trials (4
repetition conditions · 6 target locations · 2 trial
repetitions ¼ 48 repetition trials, plus one start trial),
and there were eight runs, each starting with a unique
target orientation, color, and location.
To measure each participant’s VSTM capacity, after
completing the PoP task, participants performed a
change detection task modeled after Luck & Vogel
(1997). On each trial, six different colored squares
(possible colors included white, black, red, blue, green,
yellow, and purple) were simultaneously presented on a
gray background in random locations for 100 ms,
removed for 900 ms, and presented again until
response. On half of the trials, one of the squares
changed its color, and participants were instructed to
report whether a color change had occurred or not.
Participants completed 100 trials in a single run.

Results
Priming of pop-out
Figure 2 shows average priming effects for repetitions of target orientation only, target color only, and
both target orientation and target color. Only trials
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Figure 2. Average priming effects for orientation only, color only, and both orientation and color target repetitions. Priming was
calculated by subtracting average RTs for each condition from average RTs for trials in which neither dimension repeated. Error bars
are based on within-subject standard error (Cousineau, 2005).

with correct responses were included in the RT
analyses. Additionally, trials with RTs 2 standard
deviations above the mean for each participant were
excluded, resulting in a total of 4.1% of correct trials
that were discarded as outliers. Priming effects for
individual participants were calculated by subtracting
average RT for each repetition condition from average
RT for trials in which neither dimension repeated; these
data were submitted to a one-way, repeated-measures
ANOVA with repetition condition (orientation, color,
or both) as the factor of interest. There was a signiﬁcant
main effect of repetition condition, F(2, 198) ¼ 11.9, p
, 0.0001, and post hoc pairwise comparisons revealed
that priming effects were signiﬁcantly greater than zero
for all conditions (orientation, p , 0.0001; color, p ,
0.02; both, p , 0.001). Additionally, orientation
priming was signiﬁcantly greater than color priming ( p
, 0.001), and priming for both dimensions was
signiﬁcantly greater than color priming ( p , 0.001).
These results are consistent with previous PoP studies
that found priming for both task-relevant and taskirrelevant dimensions, but greater priming for repetitions of the task-relevant dimension (for review, see
Kristjánsson & Campana, 2010).
To test for interactions between repetition status of
target dimensions and response (i.e., left or right
hemiﬁeld), we also ran a three-way, repeated-measures
ANOVA on average RTs with orientation status
(repeated/switched), color status (repeated/switched),
and response status (repeated/switched) as factors
(Figure 3). This analysis revealed signiﬁcant main
effects of each factor [orientation: F(1, 99) ¼ 49.69, p ,
0.0001; color: F(1, 99) ¼ 5.36, p , 0.02; response: F(1,
99) ¼ 16.92, p , 0.0001]. Mean RTs were faster when
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the target orientation was repeated versus switched (M
orientation repeated ¼ 1134 ms, M orientation switched
¼ 1172 ms) and when the target color was repeated
versus switched (M color repeated ¼ 1147 ms, M color
switched ¼ 1159 ms); however, mean RTs were slower
when the response was repeated versus switched (M
response repeated ¼ 1168 ms, M response switched ¼
1138 ms). Importantly, there were no interactions
between any factors (all Fs , 1.4), conﬁrming that
priming occurred independently for target orientation,
color, and left/right response.

Correlation between task-relevant and taskirrelevant priming
Having demonstrated distinct priming for orientation and color, we next compared these priming effects
at the level of the individual. As Figure 4 shows,
priming effects were wide-ranging, with orientationonly priming effects ranging from 124 to 293 ms and
color-only priming effects ranging from 170 to 188
ms. Importantly, there was a signiﬁcantly positive
association between orientation and color priming (R2
¼ 0.33, p , 0.0001), suggesting that participants did not
experience a tradeoff between the two dimensions.
Rather, this result indicates that the more participants
were inﬂuenced by repetitions of orientation alone, the
more they were inﬂuenced by repetitions of color alone.
However, the slope of the correlation (0.58) suggests a
greater inﬂuence of task-relevant priming; in other
words, the strength of the orientation priming effect
was a little more than twice that of the color priming
effect for each individual. Thus, although priming
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Figure 3. Mean RTs as a function of target orientation repetition status (repeated/switched), color repetition status (repeated/
switched), and response repetition status (repeated/switched).

occurred for both task-relevant and task-irrelevant
dimensions, task-relevant priming was modulated to a
greater extent. More importantly, this positive relationship between task-relevant and task-irrelevant
priming is incompatible with a model in which
participants actively ﬁlter the task-irrelevant dimension. Instead it suggests that both dimensions are
selected, but the task-relevant dimension receives some
further beneﬁt.
One possible explanation for the positive relationship between orientation and color priming is that slow
RTs drove the relationship; that is, priming effects may
have generally increased on trials in which participants
took a longer time to process the target. To test this
possibility, we compared priming effects for the fastest

and slowest RTs for each participant (deﬁned by the
lower and upper third quantiles of RTs, respectively). If
priming generally increases with slower responses, there
should be greater priming effects for the upper quantile
of RTs than the lower quantile. Although the
variability in priming effects increased with RT, we
observed similar average priming effects for all three
repetition conditions (orientation, color, and both)
across the fastest and slowest RTs [main effect of
quantile: F(1, 99) ¼ 0.05, p ¼ 0.3; Figure 5]; thus, long
RTs alone cannot account for the positive relationship
between priming for orientation and color. Instead the
data suggest a model by which participants show more
or less propensity for priming, and this predisposition is
true for both task-relevant and task-irrelevant dimensions.

Priming over consecutive repetitions

Figure 4. Correlation of priming for color (task-irrelevant) versus
orientation (task-relevant). Priming effects are based on trials in
which only a single dimension repeated (i.e., color only and
orientation only).
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If greater priming for task-relevant than for taskirrelevant dimensions is not due to active ﬁltering of the
task-irrelevant dimension, why is priming greater for
the task-relevant dimension? One possibility is that the
task-relevant dimension simply beneﬁts more from
each target repetition. In other words, we might expect
task-relevant priming to increase with each consecutive
repetition, whereas task-irrelevant priming should be
less sensitive to repeated repetitions. Thus, we measured the extent to which priming effects for orientation and color increased across one, two, or three or
more repetitions. Since there were few consecutive trials
in which only one of the dimensions repeated, we
collapsed across trials in which one or both dimensions
repeated. For example, a repeated orientation means
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Figure 5. RT quantile analysis. Average priming for each repetition condition is similar for the fastest (lower third quantile) and the
slowest (upper third quantile) RTs for each subject.

that orientation repeated while color may or may not
have also repeated.
In line with our predictions, as the number of
consecutive orientation repetitions increased from one
to three or more, orientation priming increased [Figure
6; main effect of number of repetitions: F(2, 198) ¼ 4.1,
p , 0.02]; in contrast, priming for color repetitions was
similar across consecutive trials [main effect of number
of repetitions: F(2, 198) ¼ 0.12, p , 0.9]. Post hoc
comparisons also revealed a trend for greater orientation priming than for color priming after one repetition, t(99) ¼ 1.97, p ¼ 0.05, no difference between
orientation and color priming after two repetitions,
t(99) ¼ 0.44, p ¼ 0.67, and signiﬁcantly greater priming
for orientation than for color after three or more
repetitions, t(99) ¼ 2.8, p , 0.01. Importantly, the
selective increase in task-relevant priming after three or
more repeats could explain the overall increased
priming for the task-relevant versus task-irrelevant

Figure 6. Consecutive priming effects for orientation and color,
plotted by number of repetitions (one, two, or three or more).
Priming effects are collapsed across repetitions of a single
dimension and both dimensions.
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dimension. Taken together, both the positive relationship between task-relevant and task-irrelevant priming
and the increase in task-relevant priming over consecutive repetitions suggest that participants are not
actively ﬁltering the task-irrelevant dimension but
instead that priming builds up over time only for the
task-relevant dimension.

Priming and VSTM capacity
As further evidence of increased task-relevant
priming being driven by task-relevant enhancement as
opposed to task-irrelevant ﬁltering, we correlated
priming with individuals’ VSTM capacity. As argued
above, we reasoned that if reduced task-irrelevant
priming was due to ﬁltering of the task-irrelevant
dimension, then general ﬁltering ability might be
negatively associated with task-irrelevant priming. If,
however, as the above analyses suggest, reduced
priming for the task-irrelevant dimension does not
depend on ﬁltering, then we should see no relationship
between VSTM capacity and priming on either
dimension. To measure general ﬁltering ability, we
calculated each individual’s VSTM capacity (see
Methods for task details) based on their throughput (K
value) of a color change detection task using Pashler’s
(1988) formula: K ¼ N · (H F)/(1  F), where N is the
number of items (6), H is the hit rate, and F is the false
alarm rate. We did not observe any signiﬁcant
correlations between VSTM capacity and priming for
any condition (Figure 7; orientation, R2 ¼ 0.003, p ¼
0.6; color, R2 ¼ 0.04, p ¼ 0.7; both, R2 ¼ 0.01, p ¼ 0.9;
composite [average of orientation, color, and both
conditions], R2 ¼ 0.07, p ¼ 0.5). Given the positive
relationship between orientation and color priming, the
lack of an association between color priming and
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Figure 7. Correlations between priming and VSTM capacity for (A) orientation, (B) color, (C) both dimensions, and (D) composite
priming.

VSTM capacity is perhaps not surprising; it again
suggests that ﬁltering of task-irrelevant information
may not be the underlying cause of diminished taskirrelevant priming effects.
However, an alternative reason for the lack of
correlation between priming and VSTM capacity is that
the measures were not stable enough to correlate in a
meaningful way. Thus, we ﬁrst measured the reliability
of the K value using the split-half method; speciﬁcally,
for each participant, we randomized trials from the
VSTM experiment and split the data into two halves,
calculated a separate K value for each half, and
correlated the two K values from the two halves. Across
participants, the K values from the two halves were
highly correlated (R2 ¼ 0.77, p , 0.0001); thus, the
VSTM capacity measure was sufﬁciently reliable. We
then attempted to measure the reliability of the
orientation-only and color-only priming effects for
each participant. However, given that priming effects
are largely inﬂuenced by the context of local trials (i.e.,
heterogeneity of repetition types, consecutive repetitions), we did not have sufﬁcient power to correlate
subsets of trials within each repetition condition.
Nonetheless, given the observed strong correlation
between orientation and color priming, there must be
some source of stability driving priming along one
dimension that simultaneously drove priming along the
other dimension. Moreover, given the high reliability of
the K value, it is clear that the factors driving priming
were unrelated to VSTM capacity, since the two
measures did not correlate. Thus, we interpret the lack
of correlation between VSTM capacity and priming as
a true lack of relationship rather than a reﬂection of
large within-subject variability in the two measures.
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We next tested whether the relationship between
orientation and color priming differed for low versus
high VSTM participants. Although we observed a
positive relationship between orientation and color
priming overall, we wanted to test whether low VSTM
capacity participants were more likely to show a
positive orientation-color priming relationship than
those with high VSTM capacity, which would provide
some evidence for active ﬁltering (at least among high
VSTM capacity participants). Thus, we took a median
split of VSTM capacity scores (median ¼ 2.89) and ran
Fisher’s z test (Fisher, 1915) to compare the correlation
coefﬁcients for color versus orientation priming of low
VSTM capacity participants (R2 ¼ 0.34) and high
VSTM capacity participants (R2 ¼ 0.34). These
correlations were not statistically different, Fisher’s z
(rlow VSTM – rhigh VSTM) ¼ 0.02, p ¼ 0.98. As Figure 8
shows, both low and high VSTM capacity participants
showed a similar positive relationship between orientation and color priming; thus, even high VSTM
capacity participants showed little evidence of active
ﬁltering of the task-irrelevant dimension.

Discussion
Our aim for the current experiment was to explain
why priming tends to be greater for the task-relevant
than for the task-irrelevant dimension during pop-out
search. Participants showed signiﬁcant priming both
for repetitions of orientation alone (task-relevant) and
color alone (task-irrelevant), but priming was signiﬁcantly larger for orientation than for color. Addition-
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Figure 8. Correlations between orientation and color priming effects for high VSTM capacity (A) and low VSTM capacity participants
(B). Participants were grouped into low and high capacity based on a median split analysis.

ally, we found no interactions between priming for
orientation, color, or response, suggesting that these
priming effects were present regardless of whether the
other dimension or response repeated or switched.
Nonetheless, there was a relationship between the size
of an individual’s orientation-only and color-only
priming effects. Speciﬁcally, we observed a signiﬁcantly
positive association between orientation and color
priming, suggesting that if a participant was particularly susceptible to a repetition on one dimension, he or
she was also susceptible to a repetition on the other.
However, orientation repetitions were approximately
twice as inﬂuential as color repetitions in guiding
selection.
Why was the task-relevant dimension so much more
inﬂuential than the task-irrelevant dimension? We see
two possibilities: (a) participants actively ﬁltered the
task-irrelevant dimension or (b) they maintained a
stronger or more persistent representation of the taskrelevant dimension. Our results support the latter; ﬁrst,
the relationship between task-relevant and task-irrelevant priming was positive, suggesting that observers
did not rely on the task-relevant dimension at the
expense of the task-irrelevant dimension. Second, we
found evidence that the task-relevant dimension was
represented more robustly than the task-irrelevant
dimension; priming effects for consecutive repetitions
increased with target orientation repetitions, but not
with target color repetitions. Speciﬁcally, participants
showed similar color priming effects after one, two, or
three or more repetitions, whereas orientation priming
increased further after three or more repetitions.
Additionally, the increase in orientation priming
relative to color priming was largest for three or more
repetitions, suggesting that observers may show similar
sensitivities to task-relevant and task-irrelevant dimensions after one or two repetitions, but a building
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sensitivity after three or more repetitions occurs only
for the task-relevant dimension. Finally, VSTM capacity was not predictive of priming for either
dimension, suggesting that general ﬁltering ability may
not play a strong role in guiding target search.
Together, these results are inconsistent with the notion
that the task-irrelevant dimension is actively ﬁltered
during PoP search; rather, it suggests that participants
select the object as a whole and process both
dimensions to some degree with the task-relevant
dimension receiving more weight as the target-deﬁning
dimension.
It is worth noting that there are several inconsistencies between our ﬁndings and results from previous PoP
studies; for instance, past work has shown interactions
between priming for task-relevant and task-irrelevant
dimensions (Huang et al., 2004) and between target
priming and response priming (e.g., Huang et al., 2004;
Yashar & Lamy, 2011). However, there are several
differences in task parameters between these studies
and the current study, particularly for the target
dimensions tested and task demands. For instance,
Huang et al. (2004) found that repetition status of a
task-irrelevant dimension (color) interacted with repetition status of a task-relevant dimension (size);
speciﬁcally, responses were speeded when either both
dimensions repeated or both dimensions switched, but
responses were slowed when only one dimension
repeated and the other dimension switched. This
pattern of results suggests that the task-relevant and
task-irrelevant dimensions interacted to a greater extent
in the Huang et al. (2004) study than in the current
study, possibly because there is something atypical
about size as the target-deﬁning feature (e.g., object size
is more naturally coded in relative rather than absolute
units; Becker, 2008), or perhaps size and color are more
likely to interact than orientation and color. Thus, our
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results may only generalize to tasks in which the taskrelevant and task-irrelevant dimensions can be primed
independently of one another. Additionally, our task
differed from previous PoP studies by requiring
participants to localize the target in space as a whole,
whereas the tasks from Huang et al. (2004) and Yashar
and Lamy (2011) required participants to judge speciﬁc
target features (target orientation and direction of the
target’s chipped corner, respectively). Because we were
primarily interested in dissociating task-relevant and
task-irrelevant priming stemming from target-related
processing, we speciﬁcally chose a response-deﬁning
feature (i.e., hemiﬁeld location) that would not involve
analysis of target features and potentially interact with
target-related priming (e.g., Kristjánsson, 2006). Thus,
the fact that we did not observe any interactions
between target priming and response priming is
consistent with our goals for the study.
However, by using a task that did not require
participants to judge target features, in theory our task
could be performed without focused attention, which
has been shown to be critical for observing priming
effects stemming from early perceptual processing (e.g.,
Lleras, Kawahara, Wan, & Ariga, 2008), particularly for
tasks with limited viewing time (e.g., Yashar & Lamy,
2010). Importantly, priming effects arising from tasks
that do not require a ﬁne-grained discrimination may be
driven by response-related processing, not target-related
processing (Yashar & Lamy, 2010). Although it may be
possible to perform our task without focused attention,
the fact that we found signiﬁcant priming for both
dimensions (neither of which was response-relevant)
suggests that participants did in fact use focused
attention in this case.
Since one of our goals was to correlate task-relevant
and -irrelevant priming, we wanted to maximize the
chance of obtaining priming for the task-irrelevant
dimension. In addition to differences in overall salience
between color and orientation (e.g., Theeuwes, 1991),
past work has demonstrated differing priming effects for
color versus orientation as the target-deﬁning feature
(e.g., Hillstrom, 2000; Kristjánsson, 2006; Lamy, Yashar, & Ruderman, 2013); for instance, priming tends to
be larger when targets are deﬁned by color than by
orientation, and cumulative priming effects have been
observed for color but not orientation as the targetdeﬁning feature (Hillstrom, 2000). Additionally, by
comparing performance when the target/distractor
orientations were repeated versus new (i.e., a different
orientation than the target and distractor orientations
from the previous trial) or switched versus new, Lamy et
al. (2013) demonstrated that PoP effects for colordeﬁned targets are driven by both target activation and
distractor inhibition, but PoP effects for orientationdeﬁned targets are only driven by distractor inhibition.
Together, these results suggest that priming for orien-
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tation is less robust than for color. Therefore, in order to
maximize our chances of obtaining task-irrelevant
priming, we only tested PoP with color as the taskirrelevant dimension. However, based on the evidence
for differing PoP effects for targets deﬁned by orientation versus color, it is possible that our results may not
replicate with color as the task-relevant dimension and
orientation as the task-irrelevant dimension.
However, we have several reasons to believe that
orientation priming could be strong enough to survive
the reduction observed when it is made task-irrelevant.
First, using a similar design as the current study,
Kristjánsson (2006) did measure PoP with color as the
task-relevant dimension and orientation as a completely
task-irrelevant dimension (not the reported dimension as
in Hillstrom, 2000) and found signiﬁcant priming for
both color and orientation, with larger priming effects
for color than for orientation; thus, this aspect of the
reversed results has already been shown. More importantly, we have reason to believe that the previous
difﬁculty in obtaining orientation priming may be
remedied by different task parameters and larger
numbers of subjects. First, we have already shown that,
in contrast to Hillstrom’s (2000) results, cumulative
priming effects can be observed for targets deﬁned by
orientation. There are a number of differences between
the two studies that could explain the greater cumulative
priming effects we observed for orientation. For
instance, Hillstrom (2000) had many fewer participants
in Experiment 2 (N ¼ 12) compared to our study (N ¼
100) and in fact, although not signiﬁcant, did show a
trend for cumulative orientation priming, raising the
possibility that the cumulative priming effect was present
in Hillstrom (2000) but was obscured by noise. Second,
there are differences in how cumulative priming was
measured between the two studies; Hillstrom (2000)
compared average RTs from 0 to 3 consecutive
repetitions, whereas we compared the size of consecutive
priming effects from 1 to 3 or more consecutive
repetitions. It may be that the inclusion of more than 3
consecutive repetitions increased the cumulative priming
effects for orientation. Finally, the target-distractor
orientation contrast was higher in our study (i.e.,
horizontal among vertical) than in Hillstrom’s (2000;
i.e., tilted among vertical); thus, cumulative priming
effects may have been stronger in our experiment due to
build-up from more highly contrasting items. One might
also argue that we observed greater priming for
orientation than for color because orientation is more
difﬁcult than color as a target-deﬁning feature, and
previous work has shown that more difﬁcult visual
search tasks lead to greater priming effects (e.g., Lamy,
Zivony, & Yashar, 2011; Meeter & Olivers, 2006).
However, as mentioned above, several studies have
shown greater priming for color versus orientation as the
target-deﬁning feature, despite the fact that search times
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are slower overall for targets deﬁned by orientation than
by color (e.g., Hillstrom, 2000; Kristjánsson, 2006; Lamy
et al., 2013). In short, it seems plausible that given our
task parameters and an equivalent number of subjects,
orientation priming might be observed even if it were
task-irrelevant; however, further work is necessary to
conﬁrm this possibility.
Since previous studies have shown a strong relationship between VSTM capacity and attentional ﬁltering
(e.g., Vogel et al., 2005), we used VSTM capacity as an
indirect measure of general ﬁltering ability. Although we
failed to ﬁnd a relationship between VSTM capacity and
task-irrelevant priming, it is possible that our measure of
VSTM capacity was too narrow of an index of ﬁltering
ability to observe any potential associations. For
instance, active ﬁltering may be more important for
VSTM than PoP search because of memory demand
differences. In the VSTM task we used, participants had
to explicitly encode several items into VSTM, whereas
they only needed to remember which of two dimensions
to respond to during PoP search. Two dimensions fall
well below the estimated four-item limit of VSTM
capacity (e.g., Cowan, 2001) if one deﬁnes the load in
terms of the number of features to attend (one) and
ignore (one; Tseng, Glaser, Caddigan, & Lleras, in press)
rather than as the number of items to select among (six).
Alternatively, it is possible that VSTM is only associated
with ﬁltering of task-irrelevant items and not of taskirrelevant features within attended items (e.g., Woodman
& Vogel, 2008), suggesting that perhaps another task
would be better suited for measuring the ability to ﬁlter
task-irrelevant dimension within objects. At ﬁrst glance,
the Garner interference task (e.g., Garner & Felfoldy,
1970) appears reminiscent of this form of ﬁltering. We
note, however, that although our notion of ﬁltering has
some commonality with the Garner interference task, it
differs in an important way. Garner ﬁnds that speeded
classiﬁcation performance is impaired by variation in a
task-irrelevant dimension, but importantly that taskirrelevant interference only occurs when the two
dimensions are integral (e.g., height and width of an
object). We, on the other hand, used the separable
dimensions of orientation and color. Moreover, unlike
in the Garner interference task, we ﬁnd signiﬁcant
priming effects of the task-irrelevant dimension despite it
being separable. Thus, it would seem that the two forms
of ﬁltering, of that observed in the Garner interference
task and of that observed here, are not the same.
However, Santee and Egeth (1980) did ﬁnd evidence of
task-irrelevant dimension interference in a sequential
same/difference task using separable dimensions; thus, it
is possible that performance on this type of task might
correlate with priming for task-irrelevant dimensions.
Further research is necessary to determine whether some
measure other than VSTM might predict task-irrelevant
priming in PoP tasks.
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Given the lack of evidence that ﬁltering of the taskirrelevant dimension is driving increased task-relevant
priming, what can explain this increased priming? One
possibility is that the act of selecting the target gives it
greater weight or a more sustained representation,
resulting in greater cumulative priming. However, the
enhanced priming could also result from repetition of
the target-distractor relationship. For instance, because
the targets in our displays were only singletons in the
orientation dimension, consecutive repetitions of target
orientation resulted in multiple displays containing the
same target and distractor orientations (e.g., consecutive horizontal targets resulted in consecutive vertical
distractors), whereas consecutive repetitions of target
color did not share the same target-distractor color
relationships; the distractors appeared equally often in
both colors, including the target color. Thus, it is also
likely that consecutive target orientation repetitions
were more apparent than consecutive target color
repetitions due to the repeated context of the distractors (e.g., Lamy, Antebi, Aviani, & Carmel, 2008).
Taken together, our results indicate that a beneﬁt
emerges for task-relevant priming over several consecutive repetitions. Our data are consistent with a model
in which targets are selected at an object-based level,
which includes processing of the task-irrelevant dimension (e.g., O’Craven et al., 1999). The build-up for
the task-relevant dimension may come from reinforcement across trials that the attended dimension is in fact
the target-deﬁning dimension, whereas the lack of
build-up for the task-irrelevant dimension may result
from the absence of a similar form of reinforcement
since it is not the singleton dimension by which the
target is chosen. We see no evidence that participants
are selecting the task-relevant dimension either at the
expense of the task-irrelevant dimension or by failing to
represent the task-irrelevant dimension. Further testing
is required to determine whether the selective build-up
of the task-relevant dimension occurs because participants are repeatedly attending to the target dimension,
or because they are being primed by the targetdistractor relationship, or a combination of both.
Key words: priming of pop-out, visual short term
memory, task-relevance
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